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I. THE HEED FOE CHIRAL COLOUR

Tour-component quarkspossessing flavour and colour exhibit chiral

flavour gauge interactions. It appears surprising to us that it haa

essentially teen taken for granted that colour gauge interactions are

vectorial only and not chiral.

ABSTRACT

Within the context of basic left-right symmetry and the hypothesis
of unification of weak, electromagnetic and strong forces at a mass level

SflO -10 GeV, relatively light "mass" axial gluons, confined or liberated,
must be postulated. We remark that the existence of such "light" axial
gluons supplementing the familiar vector octet preserves the successes of
QCD, both for deep inelastic processes and charmonium physics. Through the
characteristic spin-spin force, generated by their exchange, they may even
help resolve some of the discrepancies betveen vector QCD predictions and
charmonimn physics. The main remark of this note i s that if colour is
liberated, not only vector but also axial-vector gluons are produced in
high-energy e~e experiments, e.g. at PETRA and PEP, with fairly large
eross-section. Distinctive decay modes of such liberated axial gluons
are noted.

A priori,there are several theoretical motivations for postulating
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,2' - [SU(1t)A x SU(*0B] f l a v o l i r x

. or more generally [su(n)] with n ). k) to-

that basic colour gauge interactions are chiral Just like the flavour ones.
But perhaps the most important one is this)introduction of chiral colour
gauges {for. example,'

[sti(U)p x s u ( % J o o l o u r
f 1

gether with the assumption that the quark chiral colour subgroup SU(3)L * SU(3)j
is preserved as a good low-energy symmetry,permits a unification of weak,
electromagnetic as veil as strong interactions to become manifest at a mass
scale as low as 10-10 GeV.3' Experimentally this implies that there could be
direct signature*of this unification already at Isabelle. By contrast,
alternative unifying symmetries ' (e.g. SU(5)> 30(10), E, and E_) devoid
of chiral colour, predict ultraheavy unifying mass scales >, 10 GeV.

As will be elaborated later, there i s nothing in . present loir-
energy regime to exclude colour being chiral Just like flavour. ID fact
an underlying ehiral colour symmetry, by providing an octet of axial vector
gluqns 'tin addition to the familiar vector octet, may even help resolve some
of the lingering discrepancies between predictions of vector QCD and
charmonium physics.

How ehiral colour SU(3)T x SU(3)_ cannot be preserved as an exact
Li R

local syametry, since quarks possess mass. We expect that i t breaks at the
secondary stage of SSB to vectorial colour symmetry SU(3)T' _ ganertting
a massive octet of axial-vector gluons V(8) together with the familiar octet
of vector gluons v(8J. in accordance with the low mass unification
hypothesis, the breaking of chiral colour must be at • the
mass level no bigger, thiin the breakdown o£ the. "electro-weak" •symmetry
SU(2)t "x ufij . Correspondingly^ should expect a "relatively light" octet Of
axial gluons with "masse!" which at the one extreme may be as Bmall as mearly 1 G«V
and at the other , periiaps as high as". 100 GeV. (By "mass" here,

we mean the Archimedes mass 5) which the gluons would seen to possess
inside nadronic bags, just as constituent (p,n) quarks inside flavour »inglet
baryons exhibit Archimedes' masses ~300 MeV and b-quark masse»"~ 5 GeV.) If
the gluons are liberated, their outside physical masses would, of course,
be higher than their inside effective masses - see remarks later.



The purpose of this note is two-fold: (a) to make some general

remarks regarding the consequences and the consistency of the hypothesis of

light axial colour gluons, whether they are confined or liberated. s.nd

(b) to point out that if axial colour gluons are liberated rather than

confined, they would exhibit unambiguous signatures for high-energy e~e

experiments, e.g. at PETRA and PEP. They vould be produced vith cross-sections

corresponding to electronic partial widths of order 100 keV to few MeV

and can be distinguished by their rather distinctive decay modes-

II. MANIFESTATIOHS OF CHIRAL COLOUR FOR CONFINED OK LIBERATED GLUONS

Within unified theories like [SU(n)] , quarks m»y be fractionally or

integrally charged. For the fractional charge case, the vector gluona are

necessarily massless ̂  . In this case, exact colour confinement is generally

postulated; for the integer-charge ease with necessarily finite mass gluons,

the confinement would only be partial, with coloured quarks and gluons

exhibiting the Archimedes effect 5), with different "masses" inside and

outside htdronic bags.

By "inside" mass ve mean the following. In a renormalizatde gauge

theory, with mass generation through SSB, one can define running masses u(q )
2

q
2

as functions of momenta q , fron renormalization group considerations. We

shall define "inside" masses (m±n) as values of y(q
2) for q2 as I/H , where

H is the radius of hadronic bags of the order of a Fermi. For exact

confinement the outside mB.se {m t) is infinite; for partial confinement it

is finite. The precise link between m
out

and m. , involving as i t does longin
distance, possibly non-perturbative physics, is an unsolved problem. Semi-

quaatit*tinM». considerations based on the picture of a partially confining

pervious bag model have been offered, for example in a formula like 7)

(mquars'out **"
.-2\where a?' i s the Kegge trajectory slope (in GeV~ )

and is the inside vector gluon mass. In the sequel, for the case of

partial confinement we shall, for orientation purposes, use an ansatz

at . - m. m : r ~ — . Note that m. (from SSB) will depend not only onOut in 2ira iky In

particular (colour) multlpleta but also possibly on the flavour components

concerned. For example, m for (n,p) quarks is <v 300 HeV, while ( m
i n ) b

i s & 5 GeV. Vith uy varying between 100 and 10 HeV, m -m. is of order
out in

GeV. Since, from ifro lav mass unification hypothesis sad the SSB

implied by it, a_riori, we cannot place sharper bounds on (m ), for axial

gluons, except that (mA) in range between nearly one and 100 GeV, we expect

that (m.) . would range between few to 100 GeV for the part ia l ly confined

integer-charge quark case. (Since from any SSB arguments we expect

a l s o t o b e >(™V)ouf'(mA}out

But irrespective of whether axial gluons are exactly or partially

confined, light axial gluons would generate an effective lov-energy axial

chromodynamics supplementing the familiar vector QCD. We remark that the

presence of the axial gluon octet with either very light running masses

V (<q.">2)<< a few hundred MeV or. very heavy y2( <q >2) » <q 2 > lrlll not

disturb the familiar successes of QCD. ' (Here <£<i > denotes averagt typical

(momentum transfer)2 for deep inelastic scaling, i .e . ,/q > > 1 OeV2.) This

is because in the case of vanishing p"A(q ), together vith vanishing ffquark^* )

one recovers unbroken chlral SU(3)' colour. In this case left and right quarks

couple to separate octets of gluona VT(8) and V,,(8) with eqi»l coupling constants.
2 2

Hence all applications of QCD remain unaltered.
(With 2 2 2

y ? ( q « <q ^
departures from QCD predictions In respect of moments and structure functions

would only be of order uj/ K.1 ^ 4. 1*-)

For the case of heavy axial masses ji ( ^q.> ) >>
ignore A r

one can effectivejj^the contributions of the axial octet altogether. Only vector

chromodynamics would be relevant with a coupling which is lA/51 of the chiral

colour coupling. Thie too leaves QCD applications unaltered. Thus from the

> , Sa'Qie o-bher handt

sueceeses of QCD,ve would infer that either

Vij(<1> } >* ^q. > —100 GeV .

) « 1 GelP or that

Exchanges of axial gluons xouli hovever lead to a B-piD-apin force in

the leading order In contrast to vector exchanges,where the spin—spin force
effective

i s suppressed aa a non-relativiBtic effect, particularly for loWaxial masses.

The net strength of such a spin-spin force depends on (m,)> • With masses •

M./2-2 GeV the spin-spin force could Indeed be relevant for the splitting

of 3S1 and 15Q qq states, e.g. (*(3100) and n,(2800)) and also •'for. radiative

transitions. One must bear in mind,however, that in general.multi-axial ex--

changes would play an Important role, as would the multi-vector exchanges.

Such a spin-spin force may resolve some of the discrepancies vhlch appear to
8Y

be developing between vector QCD predictions and charmonium physics . A
complete calculation involving the contribution of the axial spin-spin force
for the charmonium system i s yet to be carried out. We urge such » ca l -
culation. This vould no doubt involve, in general, at least two nev parameters
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corresponding to the range and strength of the new spin-spin force. We stress ,

however, that the full potential and signature of th is nev force vould easily

be manifest (in spite of the introduction of nev parameters) through a Joint

exploration of the speetroscopies of the eharmonium as well as of the heavier

bottomonium system! which should be available vithin the next few years.

To conclude! even for confined axial chromodynamics, one can find
q\

signatures for axial gluons perhaps through departures from vector QCD

predictions for deep inelastic processes! but more promisingly through an

exploration of the spectroscopy of the heavy quarkonium systems. However,

their oiost spectacular debut wuld be for the liberated case which we consider

next.

The secondary stage of SSB is induced through fundamental BHltlplets•.

Only four such multiplets (related by discrete symmetry1 ) are needed:

A * (14,5,1,1), B = (1 , I t ,1 ,0 , C = ( im.&.D. H - ( l . l . l t . I ) . Assume th« pattern

of VEV: <A> • (a1 ,a1 ,a1 ,a l t) , B - (0,0,0.b^), <C> - ( e ^ c ^ . e ^ ) ,

<H>* (h.,h . h - . h j , where the entries denote VEV of diagonal elements.

Consistent with the low mass unification hypothesis, assume the hierarchy

\ » ( w V s> ci« bi< \ ana *t ~lai+ a^- The ac* le° f theBe

parameters is fixed by the combination c + a
2 . 2 .

vhere

Note that b,

— . £ . 3 .

being the largest makes the right-handed charge (I gauge

particles Wjj ana a neutral gauge particle BR (see below) supertaavy leaving

an abeliaa U(l)_ invariant

I I I . LIBERATED AXIAL GLUONS

Consider t h e ease of In teger-charge quarks and l i b e r a t e d co lour . We

s h a l l mainly be concerned with the production and decays of

a x i a l gluons in e + e~ c o l l i s i o n s . The in t e rp l ay between the f lavour and

colour gauge p a r t i c l e s i s bes t exhibi ted through the neu t r a l masB matrix i

which we nov construct . .

Gauge mass mat r ix i To be speci f ic consider spontaneous breakdown of [SU(M] =

[SU(10A x S U ( M B ] n a T O U r x [sutlOc S U ( M , ; ] c 0 l o u r . Here A,B denote l e f t

and r i g h t f lavour and C,D l e f t and r i g h t colour in the space of bas ic fermions.

The primary breaking through VEV of 15 -p le t s of each SU(lt) reduces the symmetry
u to 2 ) ' 3 > ' 1 0 )

SU(2)

U(l) couples to the appropriate diagonal sum of Wr and S {see bfllov).

The parameter h2 5 3h? + h? breaks U(l)'T X U(l)'_ to U(l)T . n giving

mass to the colour-singlet axial combination (SJ - S°)A/1" . The parajMrter

breaks cljiral quark colour SU(3) 5U(3)R to vector colour

and thereby gives mass to the octet of axial colour gluons VA(_8) ( while the
parameter c, breaks left flavour SU(2)T and lef t colour SU(3). (and therefore
vector colour SU(3) ) giving ma.sa to the octet of vector gluom V(8) (e.
being the smallest of a l l VEV'a makes the vector octet VC )̂ the lightest apart fro*
the photon). The parameter c^ breaks SU(2) x U(l)L to the diagonal
abelian sum U(l) (ftnalogouB to (5)), vhile a^ breaks fl*TOur SU(a)L x SU(2)R

to SU(2) . A summary of these symmetry breakings is given below:

U(D.
(VV

vhere SU(S)T are the left and right 6IH flavour subgroups and U(l)T denote
4-j, L » R , L,R

the 15 generators of SU(4) „ colour. The gauge particles of SU(2)T ,,,

SU(3}' „ and U(l)' „ are denoted In the notat ion 1 1 of Eef.2 by(vr,W3)T _,

V(8) and ST _ , respectively, while their respective coupling constants
are denoted by g = g, fs • f and (f. C)T „ * fnr, (We are assuming that

L,K L,K S lp L,n 15

the unieonstant symmetry [sy(lt)]1* breaks in such a manner that lef t-r ight

symtietry is preserved at the primary stage of SSB , thus the
radiative differences between gL and gR and ( f 1 5 ) L and ( f 1 5 )H are small.)

SU(3)L x SU(3) SU(3)L+H

UCD,

Here U(l) is the familiar abelian generator of su(2) x u(l),

L
t!(l)™, contains flavour and SU(3) ' colour generators appropriate to the
case of integer-charge quarks. (Uote that for the case of fractionally
charged quarks the above pattern of SSB applies with the exception that
c^ = 0.) We now present belov the consequences of this breaking pattern
on the neutral gauge mass matrix
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Heutral elgenat&tea; There are BIX relevant neutral gauge particles

* SL B * n d UL R ' v h l c h m i x w l t h e a c h UL,R = 2

they denote the canonical ehiral gluon f ields, which enter into the photon.

We know the exact composition of the massless photon aa veil as the composition

of one heavy gauge part icle Z. . They are:

cos* 0)

(1)

- 3°)where tan* - (Ur/(3r+l})l/a (g/fg), ^ R ; C3r+l)~1/a ( ^ F w 3 - 3°) and
BL,E E < 3 r + i r l / 2 (¥3 + V3r* S0)L>H. The ratio r = f^ /2g 2 i s related to
the veak angle by sin ey = 3r/(6r+2). Extracting out the two eigenttatea
— photon and Z -we are left with i li x li symmetric matrix, vtdch in units of

(g
£A) i s gtren Tjiyi

" 1 [.9r£h2+*2

15 15

In the above we have not exhibited correction terms of order (g It,.),

(ffL/f2) and C2(h2+a2) compared with unity.

-T-

Uy A =Here U y = cos* (^ + U R ) / t^ - 8ia« (^ + A ^ / t^1 and

Since (c +a ) iB determined by the mass of W* , there are three parameters

which determine the complexion of the eigenstates of (2). These are:

«x = c
2/(c 2

+ a
2), 5 2 5 hf/(c

2
+a

2) and ^ E (h2
+a

2)/(c2
+a

2), where

2 2 2
h ~ (3h1 + hjj). The general constraints on these ratios, in accordance with

the requirements of low vector gluon mass and low mass unification hypothesis,

are; ^ « l, ££ < 1 and 1 < ^ < ».

To exhibit some of the main physical consequences which arise due to

the presence of axial gluons, we shall assume (for illustration Only) the

following hierarchy consistent with the constraint mentioned above:

2 2 2 2
This amounts to assuming that BL « m.' « nu « m- , where Z, and Zfi

UV U A *A ^

are the two "weak" neutral gauge eigenstates to emerge from (2) . .faete-for

guidance that such a hierarchy holds for masses aueh as n^ —10 G«T,

n^ ~ 30 GeV, m̂  ~ TO GeV, m~ fclUo GeV,-though we must atresa t t a t - l a general
A A ' " ,

may he comparable to EL ~, few to 20 GeV on the one hand and to m^ ti 60 to 85

on the other • 1 Subject to the above i l lus t ra t ive hierarchy, the elgenstatea

of the mass matrix are approximately given by:

*

UA ss (cosa) UA + (sino) (A

2, w coeB C(-sina) UA + (cosa) (k^-k^lJS } + (sinB) ^ +©!;«")

-.inn {(-Bin*) UA * (cose) UA

- 8 -



The masses are: f C
2

V
16)

= {h2+a£)/(c2+a£) £ 1/2, m2
 x {k sin2etf]

(1 +6f(E_)). For £ » 1, mz •* m Q =
AS

with 2^ becoming much

heavier then

The parameters e , «:' and s." are small quantities given by

) 2 «' (g/f ) (m /m ) 2 C" (g/f ) (m An ) £

':

e 5 (m /m.,.)2, «' = (g/f ) (m.. /m ) 2 , C" = (g/f ) (m.. An ) £ • Subject to

the hierarchy (8), C' <v £," << G << 1. The coefficients of the small

components of the eigenstates are defined such that J ©•(£)[ sj |e | etc. The

angles aina and sing are given by;

slna~(g/f ) (mf. /»„ f , sing ~ a2/(h2+a2) . (5)
8 V ZA

We are now in a position to observe four crucial features of this

complex of eigenstates,

(A) parity-violating component in u : Hie composition of the dominantly

vector gluon EL is the same as in Ref.l,except for one notable change. I t

has picked up an axial componient UA of order € = (m /IIL ) . This i s ,

of course, ». parity-violating mixture, which could show i tself in the hadron-

hadron system, e.g. i» the nuclear force. Let us estimate the effect. There

are two types of contributions.

violating amplitude is given by T'(tree)

i ) Firs t there is the tree eontrihution with a single Uy exchange

tetveen two nucleons. The contribution T' of this exchange to pari ty-

Vm^ ) (c* ) , vhere i i s the

colour octet Oiĵ ynnent In the dominantly colour singlet nucleon (S < 1/10).

Thus T'(tree) ^ 10~5 GeV~2 for I L « 10 GeV and C • {m̂  /m^ } 4 (1/10).

We see that this amplitude i s suppressed in large part due to the colour

Binglet nature of the nucleon.

i i ) Second, there is the loop contribution with double Û . exchange.

This i s a convergent loop. Even if we neglect form factors in nucleon-gluon

vertex, the contribution to the parity-violating amplitude is T'(loop)»w

(a2/m? ) (m. /-a, ) • Given the mass ranges discussed above together with

-9-

a K> 0.2, we obtain T'(loop) < h x 10 GeV~ . If we use form factors,
s o

T'(loop) will be suppressed by another pover of (m^ / I GeV)^ Thus, in spite

of the Sizeable mixing between Û . and U,, i t s parity-violating effects for

colour singlet hadrons appear to be suppressed numerically to the level of (L , .

Parenthetically, we observe the following feature. Q^ark-antiquark

(or quark-quark) scattering can proceed, of course, through single [L, exchange.

The force thus generated will involve a parity-violating component due to
U -U mixing- In case the qq or (qq) system i s inside a normal hadron,

2 2
the parity-violating amplitude thus arising would be given by "[f / ( i , ) ]"
( i . / i ) , where the bar denotes "inside" Archimedes' masses. Relative to

V A 2 2the parity-conserving amplitude ~ "[f / a ) ] " , the parity-violating amplitude

at the quark level is suppressed by the factor (m. /S ) ^ 10 for

JL "-10 MeV and SL j , 1 GeV.

I t is not clear how to detect such a possibly large ( "10 ) pari ty

violation for the qo_ and qq systems when they are constituents inside a

hadron, except possihly through the effects of the corresponding potentials

on energy levels of nuclei. At any rate, if £ . were larger than 3 GeV, the
A

effect would be rather small even a t the quark level .

(B) Leptonic coupling of the axial ffluon U : The state U, is dominantly
the axial colour gluon [} , However, i t necessarily couples to leptonic ee
and Jjp currents through the small components (Af-A-)/ V? , B as well as the
more important component U . (Uote that TĴ  contains the vector flavour
component (Â  + A_)/ /? of an amount sin^i «; (g/f ) .) I t s coupling to
leptons i s given by

where

and

2|e2/f I ( ^ An )
8 V UA

(6)

(Ta)

\
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17) 2 2
m^ >> my

The factor 2 arises by substituting "'' g «j 2e. If E L >> m,. > we see

A A
that the vector coupling will dominate over the axial-vector coupling. Note

,that the small but finite leptonic coupling of U is a direct consequence

of the gauge nature of the basic theory as well as of the photon being

generated through SSB so as to carry flavour as well as colour components.

The coupling (6) would lead to a leptonic partial width given by;

•* e+e") GeV) (75 (8)

If we take {BL /n^ )" «s (1/2 to l/lO), m^ a 30 GeV and (f^/lnr) * 0.2 at
V^ A A

HL , we get F(U -+ e e") S (100 keV to 3 MeV), which re la t ive ly speaking, i s
^ A A

r i ther l a rge .

(C) Decay and production of the axial gluon U : The allowed decay modes

of U with the corresponding orders of magnitude of the amplitudes are

listed below:

Amplitude

normal hadrons "V A

<-* e " e + , u~V+ i hadrons + y (see Ref. 5)

(9b)

Uy +(ml,#, KK, 3TT or (u+n) ©(s t rong) )

L-» e~e , u~M • hadrons + y i e t c . (Ref. 5) .

(9c)

U —» q + 9(Btrong) ( i f tt^ > 2 m ) (9a)

L.v + mesons (see Ref.18)

-11-

Here we have assumed that the vector gluon U is lighter than the axial gluon

if in accordance with our previous discussions. We have in l is t ing the above

decay modes taken into account the faeta that (i) I = 0 for U and CL»

(i i ) C = -1 and +1 for U and UA, ( i i i ) ^ = 1" and 1+ for u and UA> (iv) they

are both colour octets but flavour singlets a^d (v) both a and $ have Stl(3)

singlet components. In addition to the decay modes l is ted &bove» i f the

axial gluon tf has a mass more than twice that of the charged vector gluons v ,
~ 191 + -

i t will decay through i ts U component ' into a pair of TV . The
2corresponding amplitude is of order
2) , which is thus suppressed

relative to (9c) and (9d). We therefore expect mftasa* permitting the decay

modes (9c) and (9d) or, at the very least (9b),to be the dominant decay modes

of the axial giuon u . As long as a modest Q value (£,fev hundred MeV)

is available for the decay modes (9c), we expect that the width of U^

would be (conservatively) greater than 10 MeV, but perhaps as large ae 100

to a few hundred MeV. Taking r(UA -» e"e+) % 100 keV to 1 MeV, we thus

expect leptonic branching ratio of UA to l i e between nearly 10 and 10 .

Note that a major advantage of producing the axial gluon U A is

that it in turn becomes a dominant source of the vector gluon ffy and possibly

also of quarks and antiquarks. (Decay modes of U y l*fl of quarks are

l i s ted in Hefs.5 and 18,respectively.)

Referring to the production of U , i t should eventually be produced,

of course, in high-energy hadronic collisions in association with other

colour octet objects. But associated production cross-sections of such

heavy objects would presumably be much below the level of T production.

Fortunately, due to the leptonie coupling of U of order 2(e /f ) (ny,/**, ) t

which yields a leptonic part ial width r(U, •* e"e+) « 100 keV to few MeV
A

(for m. a 30 GeV, see Eq..(8)), we expect that if would be produced with
A - +

a fairly decent cross-section as a resoiaint particle in high-energy e e
collision. In other words, if DL, l ies between 10 and 1*0 GeV, PSTHA and PEP

A v

would be ideally suited to produce the liberated axial gluon U. and there-
A

by the vector gluon U as well as possibly liberated quark-antiquark pa i r s .

What is striking is that i t is very difficult for any other part icle

we can think of, to mimick the pattern of decay modes l is ted above. A weak

gauge 2 -like part icle would in g»aeral decay to leptons and hadrons with

similar part ial widths and,mast important,neither a. Z - l ike part icle nor a
-12-



g.q resonance involving either old or nev flavours would have a. special

affinity to produce the vector gluon U via i t s decay modes. Thus once the

axial gluon U is produced in e e collision ( and i t ireuld have to be at

the appropriate energy if the idea of liberation is correct), i t would be

difficult to identify this particle vith any object other than the axia.1

gluon UA>

In summary, the presence of axial ehromodynamies with either confined
or liberated colour is important for low mass unification. Signatures for
such axial chromodynamics would be apparent most promisingly from
exploration of the spectroseopies of both the charmonium and the bottomonium
systems. Electron-positron accelerators, e.g. PETRA and PEP or conceivably
successors thereof, give the best promise for producing the liberated
axial gluon if, . Discovery of liberated axial gluons would make chiral
colour and simultaneously liberated colour compulsive concepts in particle
physic a,

We thank Victor Elias and Subhash Rajpoot for helpful discussions.
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